Abstract. Let N be a compact convex «-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a boundary 9iV having normal curvatures > k > 0. Suppose the sectional curvature > -K2 in N. Let H be the integral mean curvature of 3N, V be the volume of N, ksc be the scalar curvature and kR(p),p 6 A', be the maximum Ricci curvature at/). Then Let N_ denote N with nonpositive sectional curvature. Let G be the integral Gauss curvature of 3iV_.Then G > -K"~2fN_kR dV.These three estimates are sharp. For a ball in 3-dimensional hyperbolic space, the ratio of the right-hand part of each estimate to its left-hand part (i.e. V(k2 + 1)/2H, V(k2 + \)/H and 2kV/G respectively) approaches 1 as the radius -» oo. The same ratios for the estimates J_ r, ,", , ._ 1 2(«-0' (rougher ones but without k) approach | and { respectively. //>---7r(kscdV and H »-(' kRdV 2(n-\)JN n-\JN R 1. The results.
1.1. All manifolds, their boundaries and submanifolds here are supposed to be of class C°° unless otherwise stated. Mean, Gauss, Ricci and scalar curvatures are supposed to be defined as in [5, 3.6, 3.7] . Let M be a connected compact n-dimensional, n > 2, manifold with a nonempty boundary dM. Let p(-, •) be the def distance in M. Put M(t) = {p£ M/p(p, dM) >t},0<t<r = max9eM p(q, dM). Suppose that (i) all M{t) are locally convex; (ii) normal curvatures of dM(t), 0 < t < r, at any of its regular points are not less than /c > 0.
Then M is said to be convex throughout or k-convex throughout. 1.2. One could prove that M(t), t G [0, r], at any of its boundary points, can be "supported by a sphere of curvature /c". However we will not use this property.
Notice that the conditions (i) and (ii) hold if the normal curvatures of 5M(0) = dM are not less than k> 0 and the minimum sectional curvature in M, km satisfies
This kind of domain, named normal, was studied in [2, 3 and 4] . The condition (ii) holds for normal domains by Lemma 4 and the subsequent Remark in [2] . The condition (i) can be proved similarly to Lemma 9 in [1] . For that, one should apply Theorem 1(2) from [2] to the geodesic XC constructed in [1] .
At the same time, the domain pasted of a semicircle of unit radius in hyperbolic plane of curvature -1 and a flat figure bounded by a segment of length 2 and the circumferences of radius 2 centered at its ends is ^-convex throughout but not normal. product is assumed to be equal to 1 and J2 KiKj în (2.1.1) is assumed to be zero.) 2.2. Lemma 2.1 is not new. Variation of the mth curvature of a hypersurface, 1 < m < n -1, was investiagted in [6] but in a very general form which makes an explicit reference difficult. The following simple calculation seems more appropriate for our case of parallel surfaces. is equal to X)"=i &» ~ 2Ei<i<j<n-i f»*j an(^ do not depend on the choice of the coordinates y1 ,y2,...,yn~x.
This implies (2.1.1).
3. Proof of Theorem 1.3. Obviously S'ji_i C Sfci and therefore H(5tJ < &&£*), G(5tJ < G(S£_\). and then "vary it a little" to avoid critical value but to comply with the condition that each of the segments [í¿_i,T], [T, t¿] be shorter than 2</>e/29m. This is possible since U -í¿_i < 2</>£/29_1m.) Obviously
